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Northern Stage is an unusual theatre company. Based on the campus of Newcastle Uniersity, Northern Stage is a producing and a receiving theatre which has had its own resident ensemble since 1998. The existence of the ensemble has enabled the company to engage in extensive touring as well as participatory work. Under the leadership of the artistic director Alan Lyddiard, the company has forged the kind of profile that combines a local, national and international angle. 

Although predominantly consisting of local artists, the Northern Stage ensemble has at the same time consciously avoided what is known as ‘Geordierama’, and has instead utilised its cultural experience to shed new light on classics such as the Animal Farm, 1984 and Clockwork Orange. Generally, Alan Lyddiard’s aesthetic has often revolved around big visceral chorus pieces with a lot of unrestrained and life-affirming energy. Meanwhile, Lyddiard’s longest-term collaborator, the Northern Stage’s Associate Director and Designer Neil Murray has complemented and contained Lyddiard’s artistic drives with a gentler, magical and more dream-like sensibility. As Lyddiard’s designer, Murray has added pastel shades to his primary colours; as a director in his own right, Murray has engaged with the erotic darkness of fairytales or the threatening intensity behind seemingly beautiful and innocent aspects of life. Together, Lyddiard and Murray have shaped the company’s work into a predominantly visual, epic and energetic mode of expression.

In the early 2000s, some criticism was levelled at Northern Stage for neglecting to work with writers and the written word. As a result, the idea of employing a dramaturg was proposed to Northern Stage and Newcastle University by the local organisation New Writing North. The dramaturg would fit easily with the company’s European-style working model; rather than engaging in new writing initiatives, the dramaturg would work with the directors and the ensemble and any contracted writers as the guardian of both the written word and the company’s aesthetic vision; the dramaturg would also teach drama in the School of English and collaborate with the school’s writers in residence and/or the writers associated with New Writing North on script-development. 

Phase One: The Origins of Kaput!
   
A couple of years before I actually started working at Northern Stage I accompanied a friend to a show at this theatre. The show was visually stunning and hugely inspiring, but closer to a creative experiment than a fully accomplished sell out. By the end of it I felt touched in a way I would have been touched as an adolescent seeing something new, but I also felt disorientated, my dramaturgical instinct screaming: “I think I might know what is missing here!”  

There is something to be said about the British as opposed to the European theatre tradition. The former is based on the supremacy of the playwright – namely Shakespeare – and the latter on the supremacy of the director. This might be a simplistic way of looking at such big concepts, but in reality the British director is more often reduced to serving the writer than is the case with, say, a Russian autocratic director who more often than not takes it upon himself to ‘interpret’ a play in such a way that any resemblance to the original text is but incidental. In the Eastern European tradition, the director is trained to work with a dramaturg as a kind of anchor – the dramaturg is a safety net that can explain the link between the director’s vision and the original script. In the British tradition, the director has been trained to work as the dramaturg at all times, even if the director may not be fully aware of how they perform this task. Therefore, when a British director rebels against the traditional ways of working, they are often actually rebelling against serving the writer.

In my first phase of working at Northern Stage, I worked with writers and directors separately and on separate projects. I developed a close working relationship with Margaret Wilkinson, a domiciled writer of American origin, while she was on an Attachment at Northern Stage, working on her idea for the radio play I Married a Marxist. Simultaneously I also worked with Neil Murray on the double bill of plays by the Russian writer Ludmila Petrushevskaya Cinzano and Smirnova’s Birthday. The collaboration with Margaret was a classical case of script-development with a writer who has had a modest experience in playwriting. The collaboration with Neil was a case of eliciting the main theme and keeping an eye on the big arcs and character journeys while he was immersing himself in aesthetic detail. 

Interestingly, Margaret and Neil had worked together twice before. The first time Margaret was brought in to write the script for Neil’s physical re-imagining of Angela Carter’s The Tiger’s Bride and the second time she was brought in to write the script for a new version of Wedekind’s Lulu under the title of Pandora’s Box, co-directed by Emma Rice and co-produced by Northern Stage and Kneehigh. On both occasions the writer was denied the glory of putting her name under the title of the piece, and on both occasions Margaret experienced the unusual condition of serving the director, rather than being served as is the custom in British theatre.  

When Neil invited me into a meeting he was having with Margaret about their new collaboration, I remembered that instance of travelling to Newcastle to see the show called The Tiger’s Bride. I was both enthusiastic and apprehensive about how this three-way conversation might work out and decided to adopt a merely responsive role.

I’d been presented with a set of pairs of stories by Anton Chekhov and Raymond Carver and given the explanation that this new collaboration would result in a show to mark the centenary of Chekhov’s death in 2004. Since Northern Stage ‘doesn’t do plays’, it would be pointless to mark the occasion by just staging one of Chekhov’s classics. Also, as a champion of Chekhov’s prose, Margaret was keen to participate in this celebration and create a new script. As an American, Margaret had brought Carver into the equation as well as a particular story of his called Errand in which Carver imagines Chekhov’s death. But more importantly Neil really liked the feeling of Carver’s stories and would like to work with them. The pairs of stories that I received had been chosen on the basis of how they potentially cross-referenced each other. For example: there was a story by Chekhov about a troika paired with a story by Carver about a car, and a story of Chekhov’s about murder paired with a similar story of Carver’s – but in essence a lot of these stories were ultimately about relationships. And Chekhov was Carver’s idol anyway.

As the dramaturg I encountered an interesting challenge from the outset – the director and the writer were responding to the material instinctively, on the basis of their personal sensibility, and without a real idea of a format they would like to pursue in relation to their objective. They were also interpreting the purpose of their collaboration – the marking of the centenary of Chekhov’s death – in a way that would require justification because of the potentially untenable reference to Carver. It was also clear to me that my potential role as a researcher would not be required here as the writer herself was already widely knowledgeable and enthusiastic about her source material.     

In this first phase, my dramaturgical input was being called on as a means of finding a suitable structure and/or identifying possible levels of re-imagination of the source material. On the basis of their previous collaborations, the writer and the director had developed a model of working which evidently carried problems with it – the writer was left feeling unchallenged and unfulfilled and the director was ending up with work that was dramaturgically unfocused. Their first response to the material was to create a back to back adaptation of a story by each writer, using a common theme or a visual image as a hinge. My response to this was that any particular choice of stories would require further justification in relation to the overall purpose of the piece – the centenary of Chekhov’s death. The only definite point of departure I had under the circumstances was Carver’s story Errand, which did not have an obvious counterpart in Chekhov’s oeuvre. As a consequence, I thought that the answer may lay in the structural rather than the thematic focus. 

In a moment of inspiration I suggested that instead of having two different worlds on either side of the interval, it might be interesting to have parallel worlds on the stage throughout – i.e. a Chekhovian and a Carverian story unfolding simultaneously without direct cross-referencing. This approach might free us with respect to the choice of stories that would inform the two worlds and at the same time enable Margaret to generate original material while also giving enough visual scope to Neil to work on. The idea went down a storm.

On an institutional level, Margaret also needed to be commissioned for this project, however the idea captured the imagination of other organisations in town. With the support of New Writing North, Margaret applied for a grant from the Arts Council to enable her to focus on this project as well as some of her other writing that would link in with Save the Short Story initiative. The play itself would be linked with New Writing North’s Festival of Stories; and as part of her application to the Arts Council, Margaret was encouraged to consider the possibility of applying for a research trip to Russia, for a kind of Chekhov pilgrimage.

The following document from my Dramaturg’s Notebook survives from Phase One of the project:







In the autumn of 2003, Neil and I were getting itchy feet too. It had previously been suggested that I should accompany Margaret on her trip to Russia, but we were wondering why we shouldn’t all travel to both America and Russia considering that Neil and I had never been across the Atlantic, and considering that it made no sense to visit Chekhovian sites without visiting Carverian ones. In order to increase the likelihood of getting our travel grant, we decided to build a three day trip for all three of us to Carver country (the state of Washington) into the grant application. The job of articulating the purpose of our travels and filling in the application form to the Arts Council fell to the dramaturg. 

In terms of the germination of the idea for the play itself, we were all wading through endless stories by each writer as well as travel and picture books, turning each other onto interesting points of discovery and shortlisting the stories for each other to read. At the same time we were facing the problem of the venue for the piece. 

When we finally received the news that our application had been successful, we realised that we only had a couple of weeks to actually make our trip to America happen by the end of January 2004. Trying to get to grips with the practicalities of planning the journey at such short notice was an opportunity for us to test out our individual abilities to reach a compromise. This was also a point at which our relationships were inevitably going to become more personal – something that we hadn’t fully anticipated. By the time we actually got to America, we would also have our fight number one.

Armed with stories, notebooks and video cameras, we descended into a snow-covered landscape of America’s most underpopulated state on 16th January 2004. Rather fortuitously, Neil was befriended by a passenger to Yakima, a local academic Dr Bob Plumb, who offered to give us a guided tour of the place. This meant that not only did we manage to tick off all of the sites on our list (the trailer park where Carver lived, the fishing ponds he frequented, the college he went to and a band stand in the Washington State Park which was believed to have inspired his story Gazebo), but we also incidentally managed to locate a gazebo as described by Carver on a road called Terrace Heights, which happened to be the very gazebo in Dr Plumb’s garden. This might have been a complete coincidence which had nothing to do with Carver, but we wanted to believe that there was something rather serendipitous about this encounter. A meeting with Dr Plumb’s friends – the American Indian designer Leo Adams and his partner Noel – was just a visual icing on this rather strange cake of experience.

All three of us were making experiential connections in relation to our own interests and predicaments – Margaret was constantly searching for links between both Chekhov and Carver’s stories and the situations and people we encountered, Neil was impressed by the Russianness of the American landscape in winter, and I was having vivid dreams as a result of the jetlag and having to wear a nicotine patch.

The night before our flight back to Seattle and the journey to Port Angeles, there was a heavy snowfall, and although the skies had cleared by the morning, Neil’s directorial urge to remain in control of the situation had been threatened by the prospect of a celestial aberration. No mater how much Margaret and I tried to reason it out with him, he was convinced we would be stranded at the airport for five nights – and all this while our luggage was being checked in and we waited to board the plane. This was the moment of our first personality clash and an onset of a frosty several hours when nobody talked to anybody else. The upside of this, in retrospect, might have been the fact that we each had a chance to internalise our impressions for a moment and by the end of the day we were all back on track speculating enthusiastically on our forthcoming encounter with Tess Gallagher (Carver’s widow) the following day. 

At some point along the line we had identified the running themes in the two writers’ work. In addition to relationships and alcoholism that characterise a lot of Carver’s oeuvre (while also occasionally featuring in Chekhov’s), we found a lot of parallels in the two writers’ personal lives: both were keen fishermen, for example, both married powerful women artists and both died of a lung disease. We were all deeply moved by Carver’s story So Much Water So Close to Home, in which a housewife becomes disturbed as a result of discovering that her husband had been fishing at a lake where a dead women’s body was found at the same time. Neil visually connected this story to Chekhov’s Gooseberries, where a group of men bathe at the lake at night-time. When we finally sat down to compare our notes, teasing out characters and motifs from the stories (Margaret) and images and visual settings emerging from them (Neil), I attempted to place these into a three act structure. The result was: table – lake – bed. At the same time, this was the departure point too. 

In any case the ‘table-lake-bed’ gave us the opportunity to focus on domesticity (dinner table parties are a regular Chekhovian motif), as well as nocturnal adventure by the waterside (as a result of the two stories mentioned above), and on the notion of relationships (particularly the Carverian dysfunctional variety which is often depicted in various bedrooms).   

The following document outlines the thinking that formed our narrative departure point:
Chekhov/Carver ProjectOutlineConcept: Fusing the Chekhov centenary and the Celebration of the Short StoryDeparture Point: Carver’s short story about Chekhov’s death – ErrandAesthetic Approach: A story from 19th century (Chekhov) and a story from 20th century (Carver) will completely overlap with characters from either period wandering into each other’s storyThemes: Love and DeathImagery: * lake/bath – Chekhov’s characters go down to the lake to bathe wheresome of Carver’s characters are fishing and a female body floats up on the surface* dining table – characters from both periods engaged in simultaneous                                    action* bed – characters from both periods engaged in simultaneous actionTime span of the action: one night, from dusk to dawnStaging options: 1. emphasis on space – a promenade piece at Waygood      2. emphasis on intimacy – transforming Live theatre and creating the work within the auditoriumCasting options: 1. Ideally the whole ensemble (seven men and two women)     2. If necessary the ensemble without Homage to Catalonia castPossible Stories: Gooseberries, Concerning Love (Chekhov);   Call If You Need Me, So Much Water So Close To Home (Carver)Time Scale of the Project:* 20 December – Shortlisting of stories* End of January – cut off point for literary research + research trip to America* March – selection of motifs and a storyboarding workshop* 1st April – scene breakdown/scenario deadline* April/May – research trip to Russia* End of June – First draft deadline* 1st July – design deadline* 6th September – start of rehearsals* End of September – Margaret’s funding for study leave expires, start of term* 9 October – opening Duska Radosavljevic24.11.2003
  

Upon our return from the State of Washington, we revisited our structure and compared lists of ideas that emerged for us as a result of further reading as well as the actual research trip. 

Margaret’s list features items such as these (in amongst others):

* A womaniser falling unexpectedly for an awkward woman – silent and mysterious.
* Sasha, the dying artist, who is really a lowly painter convincing Nadya to take a risk, to leave home to embrace life.
* Dimitry, a man afraid of life, confesses. (Confession, forgiveness, confessions that are trivialised)
* Fishing
* Eating (greediness and abstinence). Eating while watching TV.
* Someone who is late for dinner.
* An invited (or uninvited) guest.
* A waitress, a mechanic, a businessman, a horse thief, a car salesman.
* Idleness. Moments of enchantment/dissatisfaction with life.
* Characters with (and without) social conscience.
* A dim recollection. Someone is trying to recollect something but can’t.

Neil’s list, based on the possibility of a promenade piece, featured items like these:

* winter trees in snow landscape
* black fences in snow
* small distressed wooden houses
* snow made of open books arranged like parquet
* large room with a middle American three-piece suite and other furniture half submerged in water
* a large unmade bed
* a restaurant with a string-quartet
* candlelight
* kitchen for making jam
* a huge rattling fridge
* broken crockery scattered across kitchen
* large American car
* snow falling in an attic room


For me the most significant aspect of the trip that shed the light on the project was the notion of travelling across the time zones and having surreal dreams. This essentially brought up the question of how to bridge the time gap between the two centuries while maintaining the audience’s suspension of disbelief?
 
For the following months, Margaret and I embarked on a series of weekly two-hour meetings in which we proceeded to create a detailed narrative outline for the play. 

Chekhov/Carver ProjectDramaturgical Outline - Synopsis27 February 2004The synopsis currently has two ‘parallel worlds’ storylines which intertwine and feature moments of simultaneity while also sharing one mysterious character – Anna.The basic structure still features ‘table, lake, bed’ as central elements.The 19th century storyline concerns dying artist Sasha who is unhappily in love with maid Anna. (Elements of What We Talk About…and other Carver motifs) The 20th century storyline is modelled on Too Much Water and Gazebo and concerns a love triangle between Lydia, her husband and hotel maid Anna with whom he is having an affair. This story is told retrospectively but could be read both ways (or as a cycle).Sasha’s story						Lydia’s story1. Dinner party						Cleaning a fish at a table,featuring Sasha, his ex-wife Olga, 			mentally unstable Lydiaher new husband Dimitry, Dr Dorin +		suspects her husband ofmaid Anna and her violent husband Ivan. 		murder.Stranger arrives.				            Friend Nik arrives for dinner. Anna daydreams about beloved Gurov.		2. Sasha’s party has moved outside; 			Gurov and Nik are fishing,Olga and Stranger sitting at the lake. 			having a heart to heart.A female body emerges in the water face down.Everybody present speculates on identity of killer	Gurov and Nik suspect eachSasha arrives looking for Anna.			other.3. Olga in bed with Stranger +				Gurov and Anna in bed.Dimitry next to them dreaming. (of fishing nets?)							Lydia finds them in bed butSasha making his deathbed wish			lies next to them and dreams talking to Dr Dorin. 					of granddad, a famous Russian                                                                                     artist.




Neil’s Scrapbook – Sample 1: A Floating Woman





Neil’s Scrapbook – Sample 3: The Gazebo















Our interest in and engagement with the Russian angle of the piece started to escalate just before Easter when we were making concrete travel plans and devising our itinerary for the trip to Russia and Ukraine. Janet Malcolm’s travelogue Reading Chekhov, was a source of ideas for places to visit. Additionally, we were advised to try and find a guide/interpreter who would facilitate our interactions and movement through relevant sites.

Equally important was the instance when at the beginning of April we met the ensemble in order to work with them for a week and try and elaborate on our ideas and the plausibility of their character journeys. By that point we were also being given the option of having eleven characters in the play as an additional male and female actor were going to be contracted as part of the co-production with Live Theatre. However, we only had eight performers available to us for the week.

As we didn’t have a script at this stage, I suggested that the actors are given a story each which they would then tell each other on the first day. Each actor was also given a copy of Errand in order to focus their thinking on our mutual departure point itself. Each story was loosely linked with a potential character and the selection of stories included: Chekhov’s Romance with a Double Bass, Lady with the Lap Dog, Terror, Grasshopper and Carver’s So Much Water So Close to Home, Careful, Enemies and Gazebo. The stories were chosen primarily on the grounds of being able to inform the individual actors’ characterisation.  

In preparation for the week, Neil gave us thorough feedback on the plot outline as it was at that point, which actually led to some crucial amendments to the narrative structure. One of his suggestions, for example, was that both Anna (the Russian woman who is killed and whose body emerges in America) and the Stranger (who turns up uninvited at the Russian party) should be able to travel through time, rather than only Anna travelling as had previously been conceived. This would mean that the Stranger would have to be re-imagined as an initially American character. 

In this case, Neil was also utilising his inherent dramaturgical skills in the process of script development and evaluation of the narrative outline. Now that it was decided that this would be a play rather than a piece of theatre served by a writer, the best compromise was for the director to be involved with the development of the idea as much as possible. The fact that the play was initially also conceived on the basis of organising visual imagery and the fact that the consistency of the ensemble determined the number and the gender of characters, which were then going to be developed by the individual actors – made this entire process quite unique. This was actually the first conventional play being commissioned from a writer and developed by and for Northern Stage. 

The fact that the first draft of the play was not going to be written until the summer also allowed space for intervention and time to feed various kinds of input into the play. Our aims and objectives for the week included testing the notions of truthfulness, sequence, plasticity and internal logic as well as improvising particular moments from the plot outline and exploring the technical implications of the transitions from the table act to the lake act and the bed act.

Chekhov/Carver ProjectWork in Progress Week, 5-8 April 200410.00-13.00Intro Aims and objectives for the week and explanation of the rationale / background researchCharactersExploration of characters with ensemble through discussion, exercises and hot seatingSettingsTechnical and emotional exploration of Water and EatingImproEnsemble members improvise particular situations and scenes14.00-17.00StorytellingEnsemble members tell each other the stories they’ve readNarrativesCharacter journeys and guided fantasyImaginationExploration of Sleeping and Dreaming in characterWrap upTechnical requirements and props:TV + Video, CD Player, Large Table, Chairs, Flip Charts, A4 Paper, Pens, Costumes, Shoes, Changing Screen, Wheelchair, Gaffer Tape, Crockery, Cutlery, Samovar, Smoking paraphernalia, Fishing paraphernalia, Mattresses and Bedsheets  Some concepts to be explored within this framework (in no particular order):Simultaneity – 20th C American and 19th C Russian contextsPast, Present, Future – Memories, Events and Dreams (individual characters)Logistics of crossing between the two worldsLogistics of having two different sets of characters on stage Logistics of drowning on stageMovement storytelling Magical Realism of the Wood/PondStatus dynamics between charactersInternal logic of the play and the characters’ journeysParticular situations from the existing plot outline or any other potential situations should be chosen to explore these concepts. 


In terms of our interpersonal writer-dramaturg-director dynamics, the week in progress involved a lot of unspoken negotiation of status issues and the challenges arising from the shared authorship of the idea. This was particularly problematic on the dramaturg/director front as we were still mainly concerning ourselves with the dramaturgical issues, rather than directorial ones, and Neil was reluctant to willingly share the leadership of the workshops themselves. However, the actors were blissfully unaware of these issues and eventually came up with some really interesting work that was of great importance for the further development of various narrative strands.

By the time we actually got to Russia at the end of May 2004, our itinerary and the accompanying arrangements were all in place, Neil had re-started smoking too, and we knew that we would all be in for a much better time than we had been in America. We had a guide/interpreter Tanya, a chauffeur, a number of appointments booked and sets of tickets lined up for a number of shows at the Maly in St Petersburg and the MHAT in Moscow. 

In preparation for the trip we decided to split our responsibilities for travel-related issues: Neil would be looking after the money, Margaret would be looking after the medicines which we decided to take with us and I would be looking after the gifts and chocolates we had stocked up for our various contacts and collaborators in Russia. The general idea was to spend five days in St Petersburg just exploring the city as there were no significant Chekhov sites here (apart from the Alexandrinsky Theatre which was the site of the first flop of The Seagull). Then we would travel to Yalta in Ukraine to visit Chekhov’s dacha, where he spent a lot of the latter part of his life. After three days in Ukraine we would fly back to Moscow and spend another five days exploring other relevant Chekhov sites (several of his houses, the MHAT theatre and the Novodevichy cemetery).   

St Petersburg was a real revelation. We immediately fell under the spell of the dusty charm of this enchanting place full of ostentatious rooftops, criss-crossing canals and backstreet alleys brimming with literary history. Neil and Margaret were fast developing an idea for a St Petersburg palette of paints, while I kept urging them to imagine which of our characters might have lived in which parts of the city.

In between visiting Peterhof and the Hermitage, we all had a sudden urge to sit down in the first grotty café and get on with the work. On the agenda for that meeting I placed the item of the visual and conceptual experiences we were having on our trip. Margaret also wished to discuss the new conceptual material, the notion of character and place, the ‘events’ within the plot outline and the big arcs contained within it. Neil was very keen on discussing the use of film in the production and on examining the plot outline in greater detail. Having seen the Maly’s production of Uncle Vanya on our first night, I was particularly struck by the significance of one of the main Chekhovian dramatic themes – unrequited love and/or ‘being in love with the wrong person’. Even though our plot had elements of this, we realised that we needed to make the unrequited love aspect stronger and clearer. On the other hand, the experience of the ‘White Nights’ in St Petersburg brought up the issue of the mysterious nocturnal events in our outline and the conceptual issue of ‘superstition vs. scientific futurism’ underlying the plot. We also proceeded to discuss individual character relationships in greater detail and to collectively amend our plot outline which had by now grown to some dozen pages.

By the time we arrived in Yalta several days later, this working process intensified. Visiting Chekhov’s house and garden was an added impetus. Margaret and I even had chats about the characters’ astrological signs while strolling through Yalta’s parks and Neil drew for us casual sketches of a set of potential installations that would accompany the production. In addition to this we also set aside formal working slots, sitting on Neil’s balcony and going through the plot outline word for word. We worried about the plausibility and the inner logic of various sequences of events. Margaret worried about the use of monologues and scenes within scenes. Neil was particularly concerned about the logistics of getting people and furniture on and off stage, the use of the film and the scenographic transitions between acts. I kept going on about ‘the rule of the three’. But between the three of us we were also coming up with interesting and productive solutions.

By the time we were setting off for Moscow, Neil confessed he’d had a breakthrough in relation to the set design which would solve the transitions between the dining room, the lakeside and the bedroom.

Moscow was a breeze. We were staying in a beautiful Soviet hotel which challenged all our preconceptions about the communist starkness and frugality. This was the exact opposite – with wonderful interiors, delicious food and live harp music. Even though our schedule was still manic – involving museum and theatre visits – we still had time to continue the chats which occasionally grew into heated or exhausting discussions but always resulted in solutions that we all agreed on. I am convinced that the luxurious isolation had a lot to do with our creative productivity.

Half way through the Russian trip, I was struck by the three act structure of our respective journeys: Yakima – Port Angeles – Seattle; St Petersburg – Yalta – Moscow. In some ways, this also could be read as ‘table – lake – bed’ or at least ‘feast – coast – rest’, by virtue of the fact that on both occasions we happened to have had an exciting start followed by a waterside location and rounded off with a quiet phase of reconsolidation.

















Neil’s Video 2: The Lake at Chekhov’s dacha in Melikhovo (Moscow)






Video Still 1: Chekhov’s troikas in Melikhovo

 
 Video Still 2: Chekhov’s bed in Melikhovo






By early July, Neil had the set design ready and Margaret was finishing the first draft of the script. She reported that working from a detailed outline made her job comparatively much easier than ever before. However, the first draft threw up the issue of a balancing act between literary elaboration and dramatically purposeful dialogue. Between the first and the second draft we also had a chance to amend and finetune some of the narrative issues and I suggested to Margaret several ways in which the actual content of the dialogue could serve the narrative development in the play. One example of this was the introduction of a myth or a Russian-style peasant fairytale that Margaret could invent to be told by the main character at the beginning of the play which would then precipitate and contextualise the actual ‘time travel’ in the play. More specifically we decided that the myth should feature a girl who travels into a strange land ‘beyond the seven seas’ while one of our Russian characters – Anna – also ends up in a motel in America called ‘The Seven Seas Motel’ by the end of the play. Thematically at this point we also decided to introduce and deepen the theme of fatherhood – both biological and pastoral – which suggested itself subliminally as a result of the first draft. The deepening of this theme would then help to resolve the dramaturgical journeys of some of the characters – and especially the journey of the seemingly secondary character of the Russian priest. And thirdly the deepening of the characters and the straightening of the narratives would also be aided by additional revelations from some of the initially marginalised characters – such as the comic character of Osip for example, the henpecked husband of debonair Olga. The fact that she decides to be blatantly unfaithful to him with a newly arrived stranger could be partly justified by the fact that he confesses to an affair he has had which she still hasn’t forgiven him for. This confession would also function as a means of bringing him closer to the audience while also functioning as his bonding session with a couple of Americans (a womaniser and a deserted father) he has just met in a magic wood. 


Neil’s Scrapbook – Sample 8: The Seven Seas Motel

Making these connections across the bigger picture of the play was naturally made possible as part of my presence as a dramaturg. After an in-depth involvement with the collaborative development of the idea, I was at this point gradually assuming my usual position of an ‘objective eye’. I was also channelling a lot of Neil’s feedback at this stage as we all found it more functional and less dangerous for this happen via the established ‘objective’ channel. It is of course difficult to talk of dramaturg’s ‘objectivity’ and particularly under the circumstances such as these. However, I think what is really meant by the term is closer to the categories of tact, diplomacy and mutual trust.

By the time the rehearsals started in early September we were already at draft four. Even though after the first week of rehearsals the script went into print, changes continued throughout the process. In relation to the printing of the playscript – the issue of crediting and copyright became a burning issue for a brief moment. Although Margaret acknowledged Neil’s and my input in a customary way, Neil – possibly justifiably – raised the question of ownership of particular ideas. As a result, Margaret removed some of the stage directions that came directly from Neil’s envisioning of particular moments in the play. In my view, this was probably a good idea as it leaves enough room for a re-interpretation by another director. However, the issue of deflected ownership remains an accompanying feature of a collaborative process, and as far as the dramaturg’s input is concerned, it is almost inevitably rendered invisible.       





This highly unusual process of a tripartite working relationship over an extended period of time and through a multi-faceted engagement with a variety of materials and experiential procedures was made possible thanks to a number of factors. Despite the inevitable tensions that accompany most creative collaborative processes, Margaret, Neil and I were lucky to be able to find an artistically stimulating departure point – the notion of temporal simultaneity which would necessitate an original script by the writer. We were also able to find an area in which our individual sensibilities crossed-over and overlapped. There was always the issue of having to negotiate the areas of personal preference; however, I believe that thanks to the crucial number three it was always easier to diffuse tensions and find compromise. Not that we ever took a poll on anything, and there was never an issue of one person being an arbiter between the other two; but at least one person was always able to take a step back and see the bigger picture when the other two got immersed in the work. In the early stages of plot development this person was Neil, in the intermediate stage this person was me and in the final stage this person was Margaret.

In terms of my own role as the dramaturg, on this particular occasion, it encompassed a wide variety of functions. In addition to the usual aspects of literary management, script-development and dramaturgical feedback this project has led me into unusual situations – both challenging and highly enjoyable. It was tricky being responsible for obtaining the funds for the research trip to two countries for three people. It was hard finding myself alone in a situation where I unexpectedly had to defend this project in front of the artistic committee which had doubts about its commercial potential. It was shameful finding that the chocolates I had been entrusted with got damaged in transit. However, it was hugely satisfying seeing the end result, especially knowing how much blood, sweat and tears had gone into it. Of course, no one ever congratulates the dramaturg when things go well, whereas the dramaturg might potentially be blamed when they don’t. I am glad to say that Margaret has been extremely generous with her praise of the help and support I have given her. And Neil’s very final gesture was a token of enormous trust. 

On the final day of the run there was a sad circumstance of one of the lead actresses being rushed into a hospital. The show was sold out and Alan Lyddiard telephoned from Scotland saying that ‘it must go on’ at all costs. Two trainee understudies had been on stand-by. However, taking it on the word of a colleague who had once seen me perform, Neil asked me to the job. To some of us, it might be a matter of course that a dramaturg might be called in to save the show, but on this occasion it was a matter of calculated risk. For me it was a hugely rewarding moment and a completely incredible end to such a long and eventful journey. But essentially the main value of this experience was the fact that I was finally making myself vulnerable together with everyone else, deepening the relationships and sealing the trust.













Production Video Still 3: The wheelchair (cf. video still of Chekhov’s troikas above)






Production Video Still 5: The Russians at the lake














Production Video Still 9: The Dying Russian Artist


Production Video Still 10: The Dying Russian Artist and The Seven Seas Motel


Production Video Still 11: The End 

